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216 pages | June 2018

19 x 25 cm

We Can Be Heroes

Roberta Marrero

#Culture          #LGTB+          #Proud

The world isn’t only hetero and white. It’s black, Asian, Hindu,

gay, lesbian, trans, intersex, bisexual, rich, complex, marvelous,

terrible… human. A manifesto that shows us the contributions of

the LGBT+ collective to the world of culture in the past five

decades: a complex avant-garde movement whose influence on

our collective history has been hidden for too long. A book that

advocates taking pride in yourself and defends a diverse, plural,

and truly egalitarian society beyond gender differences.

A book destined to become a reference: this is the first time that

this information has been gathered in an illustrated book meant

for popular consumption, with biographical details and portraits

of each person, an index of names, and a timeline with the most

relevant events from each period

The first manor pop manifesto to defend the 

role of the LGBTQ+ collective in culture over 

the past five decades.

4

Roberta Marrero was born in Las Palmas (Spain) in 1972. She is

an artist whose work draws on many sources, from religious

imagery to comics, passing through pop culture, Hollywood, or

American independent cinema. Her works have appeared in

exhibitions like David Bowie is at the Victoria & Albert in London or

Piaf at the Bibliotèque Nationale in Paris. The legendary artist

Joe Dallesandro from Andy Warhol’s Factory chose one of her

works for a limited edition line of T-shirts. Roberta Marrero is author

of El bebé verde. Infancia, transexualidad y héroes del pop (The

Green Baby: Childhood, Transexuality, and Pop Heroes, Lunwerg,

2016).



180 pages | March 2018

20,5 x 29 cm

Wabi Sabi

Amaia Arrazola

#Travel          #WabiSabi          #Japan

Japanese culture as seen through 

the eyes of one of the most 

dynamic illustrators working 

today.

5

WABI SABI is a Japanese concept that refers to the beauty of the

imperfect, of the unconventional. The WABI SABI philosophy

consists of enjoying the present and finding peace in nature and

small things.

One winter day, I went to Tokyo. I was there for a month. I went with

the idea of making one drawing every day, creating a visual diary

that would encompass the food, the city, and the character of the

people, as well as my own fears and insecurities.

Drawing on this project, entitled “Amaia Was Here”, I’ve made this

imperfect book that has a lot of myself in it, and I hope it has a little

of you in it, too.

With this visual diary, the author tells us of her experiences in

Japan, where she stayed for an artistic residency. Along with her

everyday life, she offers information about Japanese culture in the

broadest sense of the term: gastronomy, traditions, beliefs, etc.

Amaia Arrazola is a successful illustrator in Spain, with more than

30,000 followers on Facebook and 40,000 on Instagram.



176 pages | April 2018

16,5 x 22,5 cm

It’s Only Rock and Roll

Susana Monteagudo & 

Tutticonfetti

#Rock&Roll          #Music          #BestArtists

An illustrated journey through 

the history of rock and the 

people who made it great.

6

Rock is an expression of rebellion, a social phenomenon,

an art, and an irreverent, wild attitude that goes on

reinventing itself through the decades: psychedelic, punk,

new wave, grunge, post-punk… Its history is full of

unforgettable stories, legendary songs, and figures who

have become indispensable references for entire

generations of fans. In this illustrated book for every

reader, we will travel back through the history of this

immortal genre and the people who made it great.

Susana Monteagudo is a graphic designer, journalist and cultural

management. Since she was very young, one of her main interests

was music, and in 2013 she started a new project named

Críos&Roll dedicated to children and family activities where they

do workshops and concerts.

Marta Colomer (Tutticonfetti) has a degree in Graphic design

and Advertising. She runs her own Brand Tutticonfetti with a wide

list of clients.



216 pages | February 2018

15 x 21 cm

Superwomen. 

Super Inventors.

Sandra Urve

#SuperWomen          #SuperInventors       #RoleModels

Sandra Uve is an illustrator, comics author, writer, and scriptwriter. She

is author of the graphic novels 621 km (Doble Dosis, 2005), Los juncos

(Rushes, Astiberri, 2006) and Hora zulú (Zulu Time, FrigoFingers,

2013), as well as the book Ponme la mano aquí (Put My Hand Here,

Aguilar, 2009). She has worked as a writer and illustrator for dozens of

print, radio, and television outlets.

A tribute to more than ninety indispensable female inventors

from our history. Many of them we don’t know, but their

brilliant ideas changed our lives. In these pages, Sandra

Uve presents us with more than 90 women from history who

swam against the current, managed to patent their

inventions, and achieved physical and intellectual liberty.

Strong, visionary, tenacious, sensitive, and intrepid, these

women – protagonists at last in Superwomen, Super

Inventors – are shown in watercolor portraits alongside

reproductions of the original patents for their inventions.

They promoted transversal discourses and evolved new

ways of looking at women’s reality. This journey through the

world of creativity gives us insight into their work and the

important changes that each of their inventions brought to

our history.

Brilliant ideas that transformed our lives.

Two pages dedicated to one woman with a brief 

and easy-understanding text about her 

inventor’s story.

7



192 pages | February 2018

15 x 21 cm

The Red Notebook

Carlos Escudero & 

Cristina Torrón

#Parenting          #DadToBe             #Fatherhood       

The 100 tips for fatherhood that 

every baby should come with.

An illustrated anti-guide for 

surviving fatherhood with lots of 

humor.

8

If you picked up this book thinking that thanks to it you’re going to

turn yourself into the best father in the world, you better think again.

The fact is, when it comes to child rearing, no matter what the gurus

say, there are no foolproof tricks or magic formulas.

But… don’t panic! Because you’ve got a lot to learn: what Braxton

Hicks contractions are and the meaning of mansplaining; the best

ways to take your child out; the WhatsApp groups you’ll be part of

(don’t worry, you’ll mute most of them); all the different sharp

objects that will become toys in the eyes – and mouth, an hands –

of your little one; the keys to surviving a child’s birthday… These

pages will even outline a group of creatures you should avoid at all

costs, from the creepy mom, the opinion experts, the child-phobic,

and the “cool dad.”

And the most important thing: The Red Notebook will teach you how

to navigate the terrain of paternity without losing sight of the child

you were, and how to do it with a smile. Because when you have a

bad day as a father, humor – and not any guru – is the only thing

that can save you.



160 pages | May 2018

17 x 23 cm

I Can’t Deal With Life

Lucía Be

#Parenting          #MumToBe          #Women

Maternity, style, and living la vida freelance; friends,

boyfriend, glasses of wine; teas, cookies fresh out of the

oven, drawings in a little notebook… I can’t deal with life is

an optimistic cry that commits to continuing to celebrate

everything amid the anxieties of a generation that is

supposed to be eternally available and accounting for

every second. The madness of living on fire 24/7 demands

a new instruction manual that will at least help us take less

seriously and more positively the madness of our day-to-

day lives.

Diary of a daring woman.

Lucía Be is back in top form with a 

personal diary that reflects the everyday 

perfection of many women.

9

Lucía Be is enjoying success after success, both in the real world

(with her hairdos, illustrations and enchanting objects) and online (her

blog has a legion of devoted fans).



192 pages | March 2018

15 x 21 cm

My Life with Mochi

Gemma Gené

#Humour          #Pets          #LifeStyle

Gemma Gené is an architect and visual artist from Barcelona living in

New York. She moved to the USA to study for her Master’s in Advanced

Architectural Design at Columbia University. When she graduated, in

the summer of 2014, she began working for the firm of the prestigious

architect Steven Holl, and since 2016, she has devoted herself

exclusively to her art. Her visual work has been exhibited at the

Accessible Art Fair in New York, the Rush Arts Gallery and Figment

NYC, as well as in Barcelona and Madrid.

The comics in this book, as real as life itself, tell the daily

adventures of the pug Mochi, a tubby little dog with lots of

character, who loves to eat and sleep, who can win over

anyone with his silliness, and who tends to see himself

more as a human than as a dog.

Sweet and amusing stories of an 

adorable dog who is, in reality, 

every dog.

10



416 pages | March 2018

16,5 x 23,5 cm

For Forgetfulness

Aitor Saraiba & Paula Bonet

#GraphicNovel          #StartAgain          #Bolaño

Aitor Saraiba’s work is focused on drawing but it has been used in

different ways during his polyfaceted career: exhibitions, graphic novels,

ceramics, actions and murals as well as photography and video. Since he

was young he has also been a talented writer, as is shown in the graphic

novels El hijo del legionario (The Legionnaire’s Son, 2011)

and Pajarillo (Little Bird, 2012).

Paula Bonet is one of the most important and successful illustrators on

the Spanish scene. 380,000 followers on Facebook and 225,000 on

Instagram are proof of her connection with the public. More than 25,000

copies sold in Spain.

An homage to one of the most 

important writers in the history 

of contemporary literature: 

Roberto Bolaño.

11

For Forgetfulness is a labyrinth. A labyrinth in which

friendship, death, and love cross paths. It is also the story of

lost children looking for the way home, or going in the

opposite direction, following the trail of bread crumbs

literature leaves behind. And it is the unwritten book about

one of those authors who devour us, Roberto Bolaño – about

how his poetry and novels take us to a place very far from

where we started. A place we will most likely never return

from, because some paths cannot be retraced: the death of a

friend, a visit to hell, a journey in the footsteps of poets long

vanished, or the search, as Bolaño himself said, for lost youth

and love.



200 pages | March 2014

20 x 28 cm

What to do when ‘THE END’ 

appears on screen

Paula Bonet

A book about unexpected endings, the kind that tear us in two,

linger on for years and maybe longer because we’re confusing

pride with nostalgia. Living with our eyes glued to the screen

waiting for the next move, the one that will finally present us with

the ending that we’ve been seeking. But that ending never comes.

And suddenly one day we wake up and feel the void: THE END is

up there on the screen and we have to embark upon another

story.

Paula Bonet is one of the most important and successful illustrators on the

Spanish scene. 380,000 followers on Facebook and 225,000 on Instagram are

proof of her connection with the public. More than 25,000 copies sold in Spain.

“It will capture you. It will surprise 

you. It will seduce you.”

#Love          #BreakUps          #Relationships   

12



224 pages | April 2017

19 x 25 cm

Thirst

Paula Bonet

Two voices facing up to the onset of maturity, the beginning of

the slow process of the disintegration of the body. With all its

tremors and contradictions, a gradual plunge into the deepest

form of emptiness. Thirst is the fractured lament of a woman

who returns to the space where she is utterly free to confront

serious issues and dissatisfying times, a woman who feels

every bump along the way but manages to overcome each new

threat. Thirst is the reconstruction of a story: our own.

Thirst  is an earthquake, a 

disturbance, the origin of light.

#Freedom         #Self-knowledge        #Reflection 

Paula Bonet is one of the most important and successful illustrators on

the Spanish scene. 380,000 followers on Facebook and 225,000 on

Instagram are proof of her connection with the public. More than 25,000

copies sold in Spain.

13



160 pages | October 2017

17 x 23 cm

Idiotized

Moderna de Pueblo

#Realprincesses         #Humour            #NoMoreDisney 

Moderna de pueblo (Country Hipster) is a comic character created by

Raquel Córcoles (Reus, 1986), who moved to the big city at 20 years old to

get a degree in journalism and take the world by storm but didn’t even come

close, as she recounts in her first book, Soy de pueblo (I’m From the Village).

After miscellaneous sentimental failures, she hit her stride with the successful

Los capullos no regalan flores (Jerks Don’t Give You Flowers), with more

than 40,000 copies sold. Her most recent book is Cooltureta, a graphic novel

coauthored with Carlos Carrero. Both continue publishing comics on their

websites as well as in such outlets as Cuore, El País and GQ.

This story about Moderna isn’t a fairy 

tale, it’s a fairy-empowerment tale.

Moderna de pueblo grew up hearing phrases like “that’s not ladylike,”

“she’s a nasty one” and “your wedding day will be the happiest day of your

life.” But when she moves to the city and meets Sluterella, Snow Fat, and

the Brittle Mermaid, she wakes up from her “idiotization” and sets off on

the long road to unlearning all the things she should never have been

taught. She feels that all the things she saw in movies about little

princesses, all the advice she received from her parents, grandparents,

and friends to turn her into “a proper girl in the eyes of God” have poisoned

her, and she realizes how much time she’s lost trying to please men and

looking for the love of her life. So when she finally does find him, she’s

afraid she’ll lose everything for him and will go back to being lulled by her

“idiotization,” just like the sleeping beauty. If love is the opiate of women,

will she have to detox from this drug and leave her relationship behind to

become the woman of her dreams?

Option publishers: Editions Solar (France). 14



177 pages | November 2017

19 x 25 cm

The wrong person

Sara Herranz

Sara Herranz returns to familiar territory in a story that is

bound to thrill her fans: a relationship told through surprising

and contrasting points of view. Different perspectives on the

same events and powerful emotions... what can two such

apparently different people have in common? They’re both

looking for the same thing: to love and be in love.

#Love          #BreakUps          #Relationships   

Sara Herranz studied Audiovisual Communication. She moved on to

Madrid, where she specialized in television production. After finishing

her studies she suffered a crisis of identity after struggling to find a job.

Then, she didn’t know where her life was going and was further

traumatised by a painful romantic break-up. During this difficult period

she started to focus on one of her passions: drawing. Sara has

exhibited in Madrid, Barcelona and Tenerife, worked for brands such as

Oysho, Ron Barceló, Vermut Yzaguirre and Loreak Mendian and

designed book covers for publishers such as Mondadori and Alfaguara.

Her work regularly appears in major women’s magazines such as

Vogue, Glamour and YoDona. Her refined, feminine aesthetic has not

just captured a large audience but also seduced exclusive brands from

the world of fashion such as Chanel, Elie Saab and Gucci. She has

more than 150,000 followers on FB, 50,000 on Twitter and 190,000 on

IG.This new project is a natural evolution of her 

style: the characters are more 

sophisticated, the plot more developed and 

it features new colours and graphic 

elements. 

15Option publishers: Adriano Salani Editore (Italy).



160 pages | March 2015

17 x 23 cm

Everything I never told you 

is here
Sara Herranz

A journey through the world of romance, from falling in love to

heartbreak, via dramatic break-ups that tear your heart into a

thousand pieces, with a little sex, partying and alcohol to help

you forget. In the end this new love might just be the real thing.

Bedroom intimacy and secrets of 

the heart, unvarnished, direct and 

honest feelings.

Rights sold to: Adriano Salani Editore (Italy).

#Love          #BreakUps          #Relationships   

Sara Herranz studied Audiovisual Communication. She moved on to Madrid,

where she specialized in television production. After finishing her studies she

suffered a crisis of identity after struggling to find a job. Then, she didn’t know

where her life was going and was further traumatised by a painful romantic

break-up. During this difficult period she started to focus on one of her

passions: drawing. Sara has exhibited in Madrid, Barcelona and Tenerife,

worked for brands such as Oysho, Ron Barceló, Vermut Yzaguirre and

Loreak Mendian and designed book covers for publishers such as Mondadori

and Alfaguara. Her work regularly appears in major women’s magazines such

as Vogue, Glamour and YoDona. Her refined, feminine aesthetic has not just

captured a large audience but also seduced exclusive brands from the world

of fashion such as Chanel, Elie Saab and Gucci. She has more than 150,000

followers on FB, 50,000 on Twitter and 190,000 on IG.

16



152 pages | September 2017

19 x 25 cm

The end of all Augusts

Alfonso Casas

#GraphicNovel    #LifeStyle          #Self-discovery 

Alfonso Casas is one of the best known illustrators in Spain. He

has more than 275,000 followers on Instagram and 100,000

followers on Facebook.A magnificent graphic novel in which 

Alfonso Casas puts irony aside and 

shows us his tenderness uncut.

Often the past leaves loose ends, unresolved issues,

questions, that chase us into our future. This is how it is for

Dani, our book’s protagonist. Just before getting married,

with the plan of making a photo project about his past, he

travels to a town on the coast where he used to spend the

summers in his childhood. A place he hasn’t set foot in for

twenty years. As the story goes on, we realize the deep

importance it had in his life, as the place where he

discovered, among many other things, the deep significance

of friendship. Dani undertakes a physical journey, but above

all an inner one, to find the answer to the burning question:

“What if…?” The result is a moving story of exceptional

poignancy that awakens in us a nostalgia for all we’ve left

behind.

17



204 pages | October 2015

14,5 x 21 cm

Sentimental

Alfonso Casas

#Love          #BreakUps          #Relationships   

Alfonso Casas speaks to us of love 

and heartbreak in a beautiful, 

interactive book with stickers and 

postcards.

Seemingly almost sweet but laced with heavy doses of irony

and a very distinctive sensibility, the illustrations and texts in

this book speak to us of hearts broken into a million pieces but

whose suffering might well have eased by the final page.

Alfonso Casas is one of the best known illustrators in Spain. He

has more than 275,000 followers on Instagram and 100,000

followers on Facebook.

18



260 pages | January 2017

19 x 24 cm

Peripheries

Ricardo Cavolo

“I don’t know if I’m from the periphery or not, but I’d like to be

an ambassador for it. I want to defend it, cherish it, honour it

and make it respected. And so I feel obliged to reveal all the

magical secrets contained in this book. I have focused on a

few peripheries to uncover their reality and magic. Come with

me out to the periphery and find out how the world really

works.”

Ricardo Cavolo

This work features over 150 ‘peripheral’ things:

1. Human beings: prisoners, albinos, gypsies, hikikomoris, etc.

2. Cities: Brazilian favelas, Japanese bed towns, etc.

3. Countries: Greenland, Bhutan, Mongolia, etc.

4. Animals: anteaters, sloths, duck-billed platypuses, etc.

5. Plants: thistles, moss, baobab trees, etc.

6. Artists: Robert Crumb, Lovecraft, etc.

#PopCulture          #Extraordinary          #Minorities

The great Ricardo Cavolo makes the margins 

the centre of his new book, showing us that 

extraordinary things happen there: 

extraordinary because they are very rare but 

also magical. Ricardo Cavolo is one of the most prestigious illustrators in Spain and

has a huge following on social networks: 125,000 followers on Instagram

and 60,000 on Facebook. He is an artist with a unique imagination, who

grew professionally as Director of Art at advertising agencies. As an

illustrator, he has worked with several different publishers.

Option publishers: Nobrow Ltd. (UK), Yangmoon Publishing (Korea), Beijing Lire Times Media (China).
19



236 pages | April 2014

16 x 24 cm

100 artists i couldn’t live 

without

Ricardo Cavolo

Ricardo Cavolo recreates, in a kind of personal diary or

graphic novel, the history of music through the 100 artists

whom the artist, in his inimitable manner, believes are

essential; from Bach to Radiohead, via Amy Winehouse,

Nirvana and Daft Punk. With over 100 illustrations and

handwritten texts, lists, notes and personal anecdotes.

#PopCulture          #Music           #FunFacts

A personal tour of the history of music, 

featuring hilarious anecdotes from one 

of the most internationally renowned 

Spanish illustrators.

Ricardo Cavolo is one of the most prestigious illustrators in the country

and has a huge following on social networks: 125,000 followers on

Instagram and 60,000 on Facebook. He is an artist with a unique

imagination, who grew professionally as Director of Art at advertising

agencies. As an illustrator, he has worked with several different publishers.

Rights sold to: Nobrow Ltd. (UK), Yangmoon Publishing (Korea), Beijing Lire Times Media (China).
20
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192 pages | October 2017

19 x 25 cm

Tropics. The beginning of 

the end of the journey.

Naranjalidad

#GraphicNovel          #StartAgain          #BreakUps

The woman behind Naranjalidad is Beatriz Ramo, a 27 year old

architect and illustrator. Her style is dominated by the use of pencil,

charcoal and watercolours although it also uses several experimental

techniques. Her creative universe can be described as having a

constant feminine presence enhanced by natural environments, a

colourful palette and a light surrealist touch. She has held exhibitions in

several different cities, including Madrid, Barcelona and Shanghai and

has worked with famous brands such as Vogue, Oysho, Ron Barceló,

Pachá, Bombay Sapphire, Mr. Wonderful, Yorokobu and many more.

A fascinating female character wakes up from the lethargy

of a grey, humdrum life and sets out on a trip to the most

exuberant and colourful parts of Asia. The difficult decision

to break with the past will give way to a long journey of

thought, memories and encounters with an endless line-up

of characters that will define the protagonist’s present and

future. This is the story of a journey of initiation and

transformation, peppered with unforgettable faces and

situations as recorded in incredible illustrations by

Naranjalidad: sheer beauty to delight the eyes and heart.

A book that speaks directly to the heart and 

identities of young people.

A hyperrealist style and very feminine, refined 

aesthetic are indicative of the book’s great 

potential.  

22



200 pages | May 2017

15 x 21 cm

Stay away from cheesy music

P8LADAS

Laura Santolaya

An explosive combo of stories, comics, and musical

recommendations to manage our mood and overcome life’s

difficulties with humor.

Each illustrated story is associated with a specific emotion and is

accompanied by musical recommendations to get rid of bad

songs and choose the music that really helps you to feel better

and leave all the negativity behind. This is a journey through

deeply human feelings and the best genres and tracks in the

history of music, all seen through the ironic, unique gaze of

P8ladas.

It offers musical recommendations to help 

manage our mood and get over the 

emotional bumps in the road.

Laura Santolaya (Pamplona, 1982), has a degree in Advertising and Public

Relations from the Universidad de Navarra. She started her professional career

in the world of communication, marketing and advertising. In 2008, she started a

blog Prohibido Escuchar Canciones Ñoñas in which she brought P8ladas

(Pocholadas), her alter ego, to life in a world where “any coincidence with reality

is absolutely intentional.”

#Music #Nostalgia       #PopCulture  

23



192 pages | May 2015

14,5 x 21 cm

An imperfect women’s guide 

to get rid of complexes

Lucía Taboada & Raquel Córcoles

Enough! Fortunately we’re here to get rid of our complexes,

and the Imperfect woman and a load of characters you’ve

already met will pamper you inside and out until you learn to

see things differently. This book features a 21-day plan with

exercises to improve your self-image, style tips, lists of super-

foods and tricks to stay looking fabulous. Eventually all your

complexes will start to seem silly...

#Humour          #GirlPower           #Womanhood

Imperfect women, which means all of us, 

are beset by a hail of doubts when we 

look at ourselves in the mirror: cellulite, 

a little extra weight, dry skin, bags below 

the eyes, our hair...

Raquel Córcoles is an illustrator. Known for the character Moderna de

Pueblo, she has published several books and contributes to different

magazines. 600,000 followers on Facebook, over 130,000 on Twitter and

more than 590,000 on Instagram.

Lucía Taboada is a journalist, writes for Cadena Ser and contributes to the

men’s magazine GQ.

Rights sold to: Editions Solar (France), Wydawnictwo JK (Poland). 24



216 pages | October 2014

14,5 x 21 cm

An imperfect women’s guide 

to stop worrying

Lucía Taboada & Raquel Córcoles

Within it, you’ll find:

- A new YOU: an Imperfect Woman.

- A psychologist: a friend offering you positive advice. She

suggests tests and exercises to help you assess yourself

and practical ideas to put you in a good mood.

- A neuroscientist: an expert who provides scientific

information about the benefits of positive thinking.

- A coach or personal trainer to propose physical exercises

and help you to be more proactive.

- A meanie: reminding us of the inner voice that’s always

trying to sabotage you.

In addition, you’ll be able to follow a 21 day plan to achieve your

objective of getting over your bad moods with: positive thinking

to start the day, personal reflection exercises, physical

techniques such as yoga and meditation, lists with very

practical advice and short, extremely inspirational stories.

#Humour          #GirlPower           #Optimism

The book offers advice and 

ideas to change your 

perspective on life.

Rights sold to: Editions Solar (France), 

Antonio Vallardi Editore (Italy), Planeta 

Manuscrito (Portugal), Wydawnictwo JK 

(Poland).

Raquel Córcoles is an illustrator. Known for the character Moderna de

Pueblo, she has published several books and contributes to different

magazines. 600,000 followers on Facebook, over 130,000 on Twitter and

more than 590,000 on Instagram.

Lucía Taboada is a journalist, writes for Cadena Ser and contributes to the

men’s magazine GQ.
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144 pages | June 2017

16 x 22,5 cm

It’s not you, it’s me

Pedrita Parker

You’ve finally found what you were looking for! Over time,

however, the silences, the routine, the arguments and the

tiredness begin to take their toll until one day one of you

announces the beginning of the end: “We need to talk.”

It was a chronicle of a break-up foretold and now begins the

difficult period in which you’ll be trapped in an emotional

rollercoaster: first everything reminds you of him and you miss

him terribly, then, a little reluctantly, you start to get out there

again and find that it isn’t so bad; maybe you have one or two

relapses and send a few inappropriate, late night messages that

you regret the next day; with time and patience you manage to

take the person with whom you shared your time and your bed

off the pedestal you’d put them on and realize that in fact he was

a bit of a jerk.

Pedrita Parker is Estefi Martínez (Benajarafe, Málaga, 1984). She works as

an illustrator because one day she got mixed up on social networks with a

freckled queen. In fact, she’s so mixed up that she now runs her own national

brand. She has worked with companies such as Beefeater, Aquarius and

Coca-Cola and published two books with Lumen Infantil. The author is an

Internet phenomenon: 115,000 followers on Instagram & 60,000 on Facebook

#Humour #BreakUps     #Love&Hate

Explore the world of heartbreak. 

Pedrita will make you cry, but from 

laughing too hard!
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48 pages | October 2017

24,5 x 38 cm

Romancero gitano

Federico García Lorca

Illustrated by Pilarín Bayés

#SpanishClassic           #PilarínBayés            #Poetry 

Pilarín Bayés is a very well-known Catalan illustrator who has illustrated

almost 800 books, which have been translated into several languages. She

has contributed to countless publications and exhibitions and her drawings

have been reproduced in every imaginable support and format, including

cartoons for television.

A new edition of the moving, 

emotional gem of Spanish poetry by 

Federico García Lorca illustrated by 

the great Pilarín Bayés.

Romancero Gitano is one of the most important lyrical creations

of the 20th century.

The climax of Lorca’s first aesthetic stage, the poet described it

as “my most popular work, it is undoubtedly the most coherent

and reveals the most distinctive face of my poetry. I call it gypsy

because the gypsy is the highest, most profound and most

aristocratic expression of my country, the most representative of

its ways, containing within it the embers, blood and alphabet of

universal and Andalucian truth.”

Includes eighteen colour drawings in China ink by the illustrator

Pilarín Bayés, who offers a brilliant large format interpretation of

the eighteen poems in this classic by Lorca.
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192 pages | November 2016

15 x 21 cm

Lies about real women

Rocío Salazar

Are women free to take decisions about their bodies, appearance

and the way they dress? Are their tastes ‘truly their own’? To what

extent is the way we are and think about other women determined

by social conditioning? In this manual for beginners, Rocío

Salazar uncovers some of the many lies that women tell

themselves: that we’re thin, that we have beautiful, pony-mane

hair, that we smell of flowers, that we’re all blonde, that we don’t

age or menstruate and never get grey hairs. Through her

charming characters and ironic illustrations the artist sends a

powerful, affirmative message: there’s no reason we should

identify with just one model of woman based on gender

stereotypes and imposed conventions. There are lots of very

simple ways to subvert these norms, rediscover ourselves and

truly enjoy who we are once more.

#Womanhood          #Humour          #GirlPower

Rocío Salazar was born in Sevilla (Spain) in 1984.

A manual of lies to show you how women 

really are.

A book about issues that affect all women 

(our vision of ourselves and our bodies) 

finally addressed from a positive, 

liberating perspective.
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160 pages | April 2015

15 x 21 cm

This bearded life

Carles Suñé & Alfonso Casas

When did beards come into fashion? Is it a recent

phenomenon or has the trend always been around? The book

will help us to understand the history of the phenomenon from

the remote past to the current boom (which is omnipresent on

social networks and a must for men everywhere).

#LifeStyle          #Beards          #Hipster

The first ever lifestyle book about 

the beard.

The title has 20,000 followers on Facebook and 20,000 on Instagram.

Rights sold to: Hachette Livre 

(France), Eksmo (Russia), Aurum 

Press (UK), Vivat Publishing 

(Ukraine). 29



180 pages | February 2015

17,5 x 24 cm

Things you’ll never forget 

of your erasmus year

Amaia Arrazola & Raquel Piñeiro

Conversations in three languages at a time, the social life of a

top DJ, themed dinners that feel like a UN conference, fleeting

declarations of eternal love, weekends like a long booze

cruise, making friends for life in a month, the nostalgia of the

return, the things you find out about yourself and knowing that

you’ll never be the same again.

Amaia Arrazola is a successful illustrator in Spain, with more than

30,000 followers on Facebook and 40,000 on Instagram.

#Humour #Nostalgia        #ErasmusLife

The Erasmus program is a 21st

century phenomenon: a source of 

anecdotes, stories and gossip that 

stay with you for the rest of your life.

Rights sold to: Editions Solar (France). 30



160 pages | September 2016

18 x 23 cm

Catsass

Claude Cambacau

The most irreverent cat on the Internet continues his plan of

world’s domination and makes his leap to the paper. Life

lessons by Catsass!

- Unpublished cartoons where Catsass will continue

showing with cruelty what our cats really think of us.

- Tips and lessons to live life in the Catsass style, because

cats are so much cooler than you!

- Creativity exercises: coloring, illustrations to complete...

- Pastimes: If you still have time after feeding your cat,

wiping the sand, brushing his hair... Here you have a lot of

activities to make your human life less unbearable.

- Crafts: The wildest Catsass DIY projects!

#Humour       #Pets       #LifeLessons

Have you ever wondered what cats 

would say if they could talk? Catsass is 

here to tell you. And it hurts.

Rights sold to: Albatros (Czech Republic), Hors Collection (France), Eksmo Publishing (Russia), 

Andrews McMeel (USA), Viet Nam A2 Communications (Vietnam), Rizzoli (Italia).

Claude Combacau is an illustrator, is 27 years old, and knows perfectly well

what it means to live with a cat. Her malevolent feline character Catsass has

won the hearts of many people on the internet, which is ironic since Catsass

feels nothing more than a profound hatred for human beings. Catsass’s

Facebook profile already has more than 18,000 followers and numerous online

journals like BoredPanda, Yorokoby, DeMilked, and Topito have examined its

growing popularity. This is Catsass’s first step on the road to world domination.

www.catsass.me
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192 pages | September 2016

19 x 24 cm

Illustrious connections

Carla Fuentes

Carla Fuentes has selected the cultural characters, places

and objects from the past few centuries that have been

most significant to her, connecting them through an original

game of anecdotes and cross-references. This web, woven

with sensitivity and humour, features legendary figures

such as Rita Hayworth, Kate Moss, Dalí and Oasis, as well

as evocative places such as New York, Paris and Mexico.

It is all relayed through the incredible visual language of

one of the most famous illustrators on the contemporary

scene. A personal atlas of culture in which drawing takes

centre stage.

#PopCulture          #LegendaryFigures          #Anecdotes

A personal journey through the world 

of art and culture by one of the most 

notable illustrators on the 

contemporary Spanish scene.

Carla Fuentes is a young illustrator who has worked for several famous

brands. In 2014 she was selected to appear in the Taschen book

Illustration Now 5 as one of the 150 most influential illustrators of the

year.
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224 pages | March 2016

17 x 24 cm

Marilyn had eleven toes

Maria Herreros

Marilyn Monroe had eleven toes, an IQ of 168 and curves to die

for. In this book, the result of years of research into myths,

rumours, information and documents related to Hollywood stars,

the illustrator Maria Herreros presents the biographies of 20

Hollywood actors and directors, focusing on their most curious,

surprising, dark and extravagant aspects.

#PopCulture          #Hollywood          #Anecdotes

A very unusual look at film stars: 

curiosities and bizarre facts about 

the most famous actors and directors 

of Hollywood, lavishly illustrated by 

the inimitable Maria Herreros.

Maria Herreros has a degree in Fine Art. Her projects have included

illustration, comics and personal works. She is the author of the books

Fenómeno and Negro viuda, rojo puta. He has 50,000 followers on IG.
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160 pages | November 2016

17 x 24 cm

The Green baby

Roberta Marrero

“I wasn’t born a man or a woman. I was born a baby. I need time

to work out who I am.” So begins the illustrated autobiography of

Roberta Marrero: the true story of a girl who was born with a

boy’s body and her path to self-discovery and affirmation of her

own identity. We are brought inside the inner universe of this

‘alien’ character, the green baby, in a world that constantly

denies the image she has of herself; her soul, personality and

truest self. How can she survive in such a hostile environment?

By never forgetting that “you must always be yourself, whatever

the cost. That’s the highest expression of normality.” A real story

spiced with the visual and graphic universe of a

groundbreakingly original artist who has established an

explosive place for herself on the Spanish scene.

#PopCulture          #Transgender          #GrowingUp   

Roberta Marrero was born in Las Palmas (Spain) in 1972.

The true story of a transexual artist from 

childhood to the present: a rebirth 

packed with humanity, courage, daring, 

pop culture and rock ‘n’ roll.
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